Data Governance Committee Agenda

8/31/2017

10:00am, 267 UH

1. Follow up - Student Rollover from Summer to Fall – Skira
2. Request to create a new residency code created on STVRESID – Steele-Middleton (See notes below)
3. Request to create a new citizenship code on STVCITZ – Steele-Middleton (See notes below)
4. Visa data – Steele-Middleton (See Notes below)
5. Campus/College/Department update – Carroll
6. Orgsync Data – Woolley, Carroll
7. OIRA Website – Craig This
8. Open Discussion

NOTES

Item #1: The code (suggested: “P” – Resident by petition) would qualify as in-state students for tuition purposes, but help differentiate between students who received residency based on the answers recorded in their application, and those who are classified as a resident as a result of a petition. An ongoing struggle that we have been experiencing is auditing student data relative to residency status. For example, we do not typically expect that a student who is identified as an international student will have an in-state residency status. When we locate these records, we spend a great deal of time trying to determine WHY they are classified as a resident. Having a status that indicates that their residency was established by petition would save a great deal of time in this research and help us to ensure the accuracy of student records.
   a. Implementation:
      i. Office of the Registrar – add the code to the validation table
      ii. Raider Connect enter this code (instead of the “R” Resident status) when a residency petition is approved

Item #2: The code (suggested” “D” – Dual/U.S. Citizen) is needed to satisfy new HEI reporting requirements.
   b. Implementation:
      i. Office of the Registrar – add the code to the validation table
      ii. Admissions/Graduate Admissions – update the SF application to collect the new value and move it in the Banner interface data processing

Item #3: It is my understanding that Visa information is entered and maintained and stored in FSA Atlas by the University Center for International Education. As the system of record for a system, it is imperative to have this information maintained in Banner so that it can be accessed for reporting requirements and student data auditing. We routinely uncover situations where student data related to visa has not been entered, has not been appropriately maintained, or is simply incorrect. I am seeking the authority of the data governance committee to mandate that information pertaining to a student record must be stored and maintained in Banner.